In this paper we continue the study of homeomorphisms and prove an analogue of the homeomorphism extension theorem for bundles modeled on Hilbert cube manifolds; thus we generalize previous results for Ç-manifolds (Anderson-Chapman).
Hypothesis. Throughout the following let M denote a connected Q-manifold and, for matter of convenience, assume that all spaces considered are metrizable.
Our notation and definitions follow that of [7] and [8] .
2. Separation of sets. We recall that for a bundle E = (E, p, B) and for a pair (F, U) denoting an open set of E and an open cover of F, a (F, ll)-z'soropy ifil on E is a map p = {¡lA: E x I -* E such that pQ -id, each pt is an isomorphism with support in F, and i^.lyl is limited by ll. A closed set K in the product space X x Y is an X-projective Z-set provided the projection of K into X is contained in a closed Z-set of X. A closed subset K of E is a fibre Z- is an open cover of K such that St'Cllj) refines 11. Since ßj x hx(W) is the boundary of B x 11 j, we may assume that igj,! is an isotopy of B x M which is the identity outside of B x F,. Applying the same procedure there is an isotopy tg2i! of B x M such that g20 = id, g2t is the identity outside of B x F2 for all t, g21(gn(X) niBx U2)) n(Lj 0(ßx F2)) =0 and lg2il is limited by U2, where ll, is an open cover of K such that St3(ll2) refines llj. Continuing this process we take the isotopy igj,! followed by ig2/i» and then followed by ig^.i, etc. We then arrive with a limit isotopy \g(\ limited by 11 such that gj(X) n Lj = 0. The same idea also enables us to obtain an isotopy for the theorem. Continuing this process we take the isotopy fgj.l followed by tg2/!> and then by ^8*X etc< ^e tnen arrive with a limit isotopy ig'! on E such that gQ = id and gj/0 = /j/2. The isotopy ig(l for the theorem clearly follows.
To prove the second part of Theorem 5.1 we may assume, by means of For the general case suppose that fAA) C\ ¡ÁA) 4 0. By Theorem 2.1 there is an isotopy iA(i on F (limited by ll when E is trivial) so that A0 = id and Aj(/0(A)) n /j(A) = 0. Thus we may use the special case above to construct an isotopy \pt\ on E (limited by St2(1i) when E is trivial) so that ft» = id and
